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Applicationi June 7, 1945; Serial No. 598,011 
6:Claims. (C. 668-74), 

The invention described; herein;...if patented; 
may bei manufactured sands: used by or for the: 
Government for governmental purposes, without 
the payment, to meiofainy royalty thereon. 
Myinvention relates to a seamless:kihit ambia. 

dextrous glove particularly designed asian insert 
or linier for an:Outer leather glove. 
A specific object of: my invention is to provide 

a.knitted, glove which may be used asia, liner for 
an outer-leather glove; shellor whichi'maybe used 
independently as a glove... itself, and which is 
seamless,...smooth fitting; and comfortable; and 
Whichifits: either hand. With equalifacility: 

Anzobject of: my invention is to provide anian 
bidextrous: glove; the body of which may be knit: 
upon an ordinary circular knitting machine, knit, 
ting from the: Wrist up without "expensive modia. 
fications of the machine. 

It is:a further object of my invention to provide 
a knitted glove: which is; simple, durable, and ins 
expensive in: construction: as well as convenient, 
serviceable; and efficient in use. 
The glove is of: a seamless knit pattern of an 

bidextrotsi design: Which Will fit on either-hand 
With equalifacility and due to its particular shape 
and construction: Will properly: fit either handias, 
contrasted to prior art ambidextrous gloves which 
would fitneither hand, but could be used to cover 
either. In the past it has been well known to use. 
so-called: ambidextrous gloves. These were usu 
ally of leather or non-elastic: fabric, and were not 
successful inor commercially useful because they 
Weret Sobulksome and uncomfortable as to be: of 
no value. The advantages of an ambidextrous glove are 
obvious... It: avoids.confusion: and permits: the 
Wearer:to put. either gove. on either hand. With 
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out fumbling and without identification-which 
is particularly advantageous. for military opera 
tions under blackout conditions. It simplifies the 
problem of supply and permits ready replacement 
of a missing-glove-without rendering; the remain 
ing glove useless. It prolongs: the useful life-of 
the glove, as wear is evenly distributed over both 
sides of the glove rather than concentrated on 
one face: as in conventional gloves. My gover is 
warm, form-fitting and seamless and fits so.com 
fortably on either hand. Without undue stretching 
or slack that until the user becomes thoroughly 
familiar. With the gloves, he:is disinclined to be. 
lieve that the glove can possibly fit on the other 
hand because it fits...so wellion the ones. By...the 
Specific knitting pattern of nyi invention:results 
are: Secuted . Which have been long desired and 
sought; but which have been considered by experts 
ini theifiehd to be unobtainable;;. 
With the: foregoing and other objects:ini:view 

which will appear as the description proceeds, the 
invention resides in the construction as herein 
before described and claimed; it being under 
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2g 
stood that various changes in form, proportions 
and uriessential detail may be made. Within the: 
scope-of-thes claims without departing from the: 
spirit- or saetificing...any advantages of the inven 

a tion: For a complete description of the inven 
tion; a detailed: description thereof will: now: be 
given in connection? with the drawings forming, a 
part of this specification, 

Figure is an edge view of part of a glove show. 
ing the symmetrical character of the design, 

Figure-2 is a face view of a partially knit glove 
showing the first finger. in place, and the pull 
stating for the insertion of the thumb, 

Figure 3 is a detail of the knit construction 
showing the location of a pull string for the ini 
sertion of the thumb; 

Figure 4 is a diagrammatic sketch showing the 
picked upstitches for the insertion of the thumb; 

Figures, 5 is a front elevational views of an ann 
bidextrous glove in accordance, with my inven 
tion;-and Figure -6 is an enlarged detailed perspective 
view of a part of the -glove illustrated in the 
preceding figure, showing structural details of 
the juncture between palm and fingers, 
The cuff and hand are knitted on a circular 

gloove knitting machine starting at the wrist with 
the 'rib construction desired for the cuff, chang 
ing to a plain Stitch for the palm and-knitting 
up to the level of the-base of the "thumb. An 
opening for the thumb is provided by stitching 
in a false threadf* an equal distance- on each 
sides of the center line so that the thumb when 
inserted will have the center of the thumb in line 
with the edge of the hand: This may be done by 
hand: The knitting is then continued to the base: 
4 of the "fingers. The glove blank is then taken 
off the circular knitting machine. 
The -fingers are not overlapped but are knit 

on perfectly straight on a conventional flatbed 
knitting machine such as the Lamb flatbed knit. 
ting machine" which utilizes parallel rows ... of 
needies and which was the subject matter of U.S. 
Pat; No. 39,934, September 15, 1863, or other fiat 
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bed-knitting machines well known to the trade. 
The required number of needles-for-the first fin 
ger are set up 7 on the machine, the first open 
stitch ort-base 4 being pieked on to the first needle 
on eachi side of the machine, and so on straight 
across; Eiough needles are employed to knit the 
front 5, sides 6; and back 7 of the finger; the 
number of needles used exceeds the number of 
open-stitches picked-on the needles; and addi 
tional Wales are thus knit at ther sides rof the 
finger: The finger is then-knitted to the required 
length. Figure 2 shows the first finger stitched 
on, and loops, for: the picking on of the other 
fingers. 
The first stitch for the second finger is picked 

on to the fourth needle on each side and the ball 
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ance of the stitches picked on straight a CrOSS. 
The three empty needles on each side are picked 
up the side of the first finger, in the last knitted 
wale, so as to join the first and second fingers 
together at 8 (see Fig. 6) and avoid leaving a gap 
between the fingers. The same procedure is fol 
lowed for the other two fingers. 
The thumb is stitched in by pulling the inserted 

thread and picking all of the open stitches 9 onto 
a knitting machine, a conventional flat bed ma 
chine being suitable. Eight additional needles 
0, , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and l are set into wales 

of palm A adjacent that portion of the courses 
opened up by withdrawal of thread (see Figs. 
3 and 4). Thus, where the stitches 9, opened up 
by withdrawal of thread , number twelve in each 
course, thirty-two needles are employed: Twelve 
needles in the open stitches of the upper course, 
twelve in the open stitches of the lower course, 
and eight in the Wales adjacent the open portion 
adjacent either end of the open portions thus 
formed. By using sufficient needles so that two 
needles are left extra on all four sides for closing 
of the corners and picking these extra stitches 
from the Wales next to the opening on each of 
the corners, the thumb is inserted with no open 
ings or gaps, as indicated in Figure 4. The thumb 
is then knitted several courses, narrowed one or 
more needles On each side and then knitted 
straight to the specified length. 
An edge view of the thumb after insertion is 

shown at Figure 1. The whole glove is absolutely 
Symmetrical, the two faces being mirror images 
of each other. It is essential that the symmetry 
be preserved for proper ambidextrous character 
istics. The narrowing of the thumb, at 2 and 3, 
ensures a proper fit around the thumb, yet leaves 
sufficient slack so that the thumb is free, and does 
not cause objectionable looseness, 
The ends of the fingers and thumbs may be 

closed by stitching the loose ends together by 
hand, using the loose ends of the yarn as a draw 
string through the loops, With Wooden pegs as . 
darning guides. 
By narrowing the thumb near its base on both 

sides and using a knit construction, the resili 
ency of the knitting is sufficient to prevent taut 
ness or slack at the base of the thumb on either 
side. 

For a specific example, an excellent knitted 
glove for Army use may be made by using a three 
ply Wool yarn for the cuff and a two-ply yarn 
for the hand and fingers. A medium size glove 
may be knitted by using 76 needles. On a 4A inch 
diameter cylinder machine, 32 needles for the 
thumb, 24 needles for the first, second and third 
fingers, and 22 needles for the little finger. The 
number of needles and the size of the yarn may, 
of course, be varied depending upon the fineness 
of the yarn and the weight of the glove desired. 
For this size glove, 12 stitches are left open at 

the thumb, as shown in the enlarged detail draw 
ing, Figure 3. The extra Stitches at the ends, 
four at each, then account for the 32 needles. 
When about 10 courses have been knitted, one 
needle is dropped at each end of each, leaving 
28 needles for the remainder of the thumb. 
The number of needles and ply of yarn is given 

as an example Only. The number of needles and 
ply can be varied over wide limits, to give the 
weight of finished glove desired. Where a very 
fine gage knit is desired, the fingers may be knit 
ted With a small Slot in the side to Which addi 
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4. 
tional needles may be picked to give greater full 
ness through the finger portion. 

I claim: 
1. A method of knitting gloves comprising knit 

ting from the Wrist portion upwards, inserting a 
loose thread between portions of two adjacent 
courses where the thumb is desired, while com 
pleting the knitting of the palm and back, remov 
ing the loose thread, and setting up the loosened 
loops of said portions on needles, setting addi 
tional needles at each end of each portion into 
adjacent wales, knitting several courses, narrow 
ing both ends of each row of needles, then com 
pleting the knitting of the thumb. 

2. A seamless knit glove of ambidextrous pat 
tern, comprising a palm, said palm having a 
thumb opening extending through a plurality of 
Wales in a portion of two adjacent courses, and a 
thumb having at its base a plurality of Wales in 
excess of the number of Said first-mentioned 
Wales, said thumb being uniformly narrowed on 
both faces at a point slightly above its line of 
attachment to the palm of the glove. 

3. In a method of knitting gloves, the steps of 
knitting a Wrist portion, then the palm portion to 
the level of the thumb, knitting in a draw thread 
between portions of courses in said palm, COm 
pleting the palm, withdrawing the draw thread, 
setting up the loosened loops on needles, setting 
additional needles at each end of each row into 
additional Wales adjacent the loosened loops, then 
Completing the knitting of the thumb. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the fingers 
are knitted by Setting up loose loops on needles, 
separately for each finger, using additional nee 
diles at the side of each finger adjacent an already 
knitted finger to knit additional wales, whereby 
gaps in the finger crotch are prevented. 

5. An ambidextrous seamless knit glove com 
prising a palm, said palm having a thumb open 
ing extending through a plurality of wales in a 
portion of two adjacent courses, and a thumb 
having at its base a plurality of Wales in excess 
of the number of said first-mentioned Wales. 

6. A Seamless knit glove of ambidextrous pat 
tern comprising a palm having two symmetrical 
faces, said palm having a thumb opening between 
a portion of two adjacent courses in said palm, 
and a thumb portion having at its base a plu 
rality of Wales exceeding the number of open 
Stitches in said open portions of said palm, said 
thumb portion being narrowed at a point slightly 
above said base. 
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